
 
 
Preface 

The scientific, practical and regulatory requirements of benchmarking approaches for invest-
ment portfolios have changed conspicuously particularly since the exhalation of the global 
subprime turmoil and the consequent financial and economic crisis of the years 2007-09. At 
least these drastic events – which still proceed by means of the Euro crisis – have illustrated 
that diversified security portfolios should not be compared to indices representing single asset 
classes as measure of conclusion according to risk and return attributes of the conducted in-
vestments. But let us face it, Markowitz identified it in the 1950s and everybody always knew 
these facts but frequently achieved to ignore them. 

Unfortunately this static, single asset benchmarking procedure has not lost its practical pre-
dominance in the asset management business. For this reason, the instant elaboration which 
nearly perfectly complies with my PhD-dissertation is on the one hand addressed to investors, 
who are interested in practical deductions as error avoidance of frequently conducted alloca-
tion imperfections by misinterpretations of market developments and financial theories. On 
the other hand financial scientists will be concerned with the economical refurbishment of the 
index functionality as standard of comparison for considerable portfolios and especially the 
executed empirical evaluations. In this process inter alia a dynamic multi asset conception is 
allocated and back tested over the first decade of this century to balance the aforementioned 
drawbacks in dependence of a convenient amplification of the Portfolio Selection Theory, de-
veloped by Harry M. Markowitz. 

The present dissertation is composed in an extra-occupational conferral of a doctorate at the 
Comenius University Bratislava, Slovakia. I want to use the following lines to thank the per-
sons who have principally supported and accompanied me most, especially during my PhD-
study since September 2009 but also the time beyond. Without them and especially their as-
sistance as well as their patience I would not have passed the entire effort and this book would 
be inexistent. 

First of all I want to express my gratitude to my PhD. supervisor, Doz. RNDr. Ján Pekár, 
PhD., who was always available very helpfully and enabled my external PhD-study at its best. 
In addition I want to thank my three assessors, Ing. Marta Rošteková, PhD., Doz. Ing. Peter 
Markovi , PhD. and Prof. RNDr. Jozef Komorník, DrSc. for their detailed opinions. 

Furthermore I am very grateful for the support during the conferral of a doctorate and the time 
of my earlier academic studies at the FOM University of Applied Sciences by Prof. Dr. habil. 
Eric Frère as well as Prof. Dr. Joachim Rojahn, CFA. Besides their professional considera-
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tions and proposals my thanks also compass the motivating discussions which have exceeded 
the dimension of this work distinctly.  

I also want to thank Mr. Svend Reuse, PhD. who provided me with the opportunity to partici-
pate in the experience of his own PhD-study and backed me with his proposals also while 
preparing the manuscript of this book. 

I thank my circle of friends for their patience and their understanding for rejecting several in-
vitations to private activities during the last three years, which would have been much more 
fun than the interminable completion of this thesis. 

My special thanks go to my parents and my girlfriend who have granted me a unique and in-
describable personal support. I appreciate and regret that my interaction was not the easiest 
during times of being stressed out, especially while preparing the dissertation examination. 
Hence, I want to thank them for every single backing they accorded to me and I apologize for 
the circumstances they had to undergo with me. They have definitely got a major share of 
managing this elaboration and I want to dedicate this book to them. 

Andreas Schyra 
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